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Food for Thought
M arch 22nd 2018
THE EXCHANGE
We had a rich and thought- provoking meeting at a
wonderful art and community space where we were
challenged to really delve deeper into exploring how
we connect with others in new and fresh ways.
The Exchange, Penzance hosted us with an fresh
and healthy lunch in their bright and welcoming
cafe. We were able to access their exhibitions and
begin to explore the connections we all shared.

The Exchange participates in many amazing
projects and exhibitions alongside its partner
gallery in N ewlyn.
They have a key role in promoting the arts and
community involvement in Penzance and further
afield.

JOINT AUTHORSHIP
Cat Gibbard spoke about creative production
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palaces of culture
transition projects
collaborators
peer led practice
conversations
creating the right conditions for creativity
connections
focus on the process not the end product
providing a platform

Food for Thought

Where do you hide?

H ow do you become a curious
and challenged learner?
David Smart- Knight took us on
a journey about remembering to
put your vision or purpose at the
centre of everything.
H e showed us how to be curious
in a new way - to allow ourselves to question, discover and
be curious as a starting point
rather than being 'fed' information.
So he gave us some 'objects'
we thought, questioned, felt
ultimately had that thirst
knowledge we expect from
students.

and
and
for
our

-

objects
questioning
curiosity
the future
survival
vision
light
be the change

Check this book out David
recommended - a bold
solution to climate change.
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Food for Thought

ELEMENT
Luke H opper from M ounts Bay
Academy joined us to talk about a
project based learning curriculum
developed around STEM subject
areas - Science, Technology, Engineering and M aths. Students step
into a less Victorian way of learning
through problem solving, cre-

ativity and innovation.
Students look at global issues and
how they can discover and develop
solutions. They use modern research
and design development methods to
come up with innovative solutions.

They connect their learning to reallife and become independent learners from Year 7.
By linking different skills under a
context of sustainable living, students can create solutions applicable
in their local situation but potentially on a global scale.
Recommended book:

BE ADVENTUROUS
What ARE all these?

M aker Space

Anchor Conversations (no more fake class visits)

N otice the Impact (replaces observation)

Big Picture Schools

Outcomes (create your own)

Crew M eetings

Principal blogs, video newsletters, twitter?

Data for story telling (to capture hearts &
minds)

Questions (not solutions)

Expeditionary Learning

Student Led Conferences/ Classrooms

Fish Philosophy

Transformational thinking

Genius Time

Upstander campaign, Uncommon exp.

H IT (H igh Impact Time) Leadership

Vision

I (replaced by We) I is ego and insecurity

WIN (What I need), Time (Thrive app)

Innovation Unit, Instagram

Project X Q Super Schools

Just in Time communications using social media

Theory Y Leaders

KIPP Schools

Z Generation (teaching Post M illenials)

Restorative Practices

Level 5 Leadership
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JOIN US TO DISCUSS ON 17TH MAY
https://sites.google.com/mountsbay.org/applied-minds

